Do You Know Where Your Fault Currents are Flowing?
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PowerStudies, Inc. is an electrical engineering consulting firm that provides a variety of power system studies and services to corporations and facilities across the United States. One of the services provided is the investigation of problems in electrical systems. Below, Robert describes one of the more peculiar situations he’s come across in his career as an electrical engineer.

PowerStudies, Inc. was hired to investigate a very strange power outage problem that was happening to a group of three buildings in Issaquah, WA. The campus was fed by the local utility company, Puget Sound Energy (PSE), out of their Pickering Substation. This substation has several feeder circuits that feed not only the campus, but other parts of Issaquah as well.

Two of the buildings contain two 1,500 kVA transformers that step down the voltage from 12,470 to 480 Volts. The third building has only one transformer. The campus is fed by a main S&C Vista Switch. The Vista Switch has a solid state electronic trip unit set to trip on phase and ground faults.

The problem first arose approximately nine years ago. A line-to-ground fault occurred on an adjacent PSE Pickering Substation feeder, not on the circuit feeding the campus. This fault tripped the PSE adjacent feeder breaker (which is correct) but also caused the campus Vista Switch to trip, blacking out the buildings. Obviously, this should not have happened.

The Vista Switch was closed and an investigation was launched. PSE technicians downloaded the event file from the Vista Switch trip unit. It showed that the trip unit tripped out on ground overcurrent. Initially, it was thought that the ground settings were set too low.

PowerStudies, Inc. was hired to verify that the protective device settings were correct. I reviewed the settings, plotted the devices on Time Current Curves, and determined that the settings were correct and was not the cause of the trip. The other investigators theorized that the Vista Trip units may be defective, sensitive to voltage sags, and decided to replace them. Valley Electric obtained new trip units and replaced the suspect units.

The problem then occurred again a year later. Not knowing exactly what to do, the decision was made by others to turn off the ground fault function. For several years, the problem disappeared and the Vista Switches did not trip. Everybody involved in the project assumed that the problem had been solved. Then in the fall of 2012, a line to ground fault again occurred on an adjacent Pickering Substation feeder. The Vista Trip Switch tripped out again; this time due to phase overcurrent. I was brought in again to investigate the problem.

I met with the owner, utility representatives, and the owner’s contractor, Valley Electric, to discuss the problem. After a long discussion, a common theme emerged from the four outages that the building had experienced. Each mysterious Vista Switch trip occurred when a line to ground fault happened on an adjacent PSE Pickering feeder.
So the question for me was “Why?” Why would a ground fault in another location of PSE’s system cause the Vista Switch to trip on phase overcurrent?

After a lot of research, I came across a very well written article titled, “A Review of System Grounding Methods and Zero Sequence Current Sources” by Gerald Johnson (Basler Electric), Mark Schroeder (Dominion VA Power) and Gerald Dale (Power System Relay Services). This article explains how ground fault currents can be distributed inadvertently when different types of faults occur. Page 7 of the article shows these different winding configurations and the flow of line-to-ground (zero sequence) currents for different winding configurations.

One type that caught my eye was the Wye-grounded/Delta/Wye-grounded transformer. This winding configuration can act as a low impedance path for line-to-ground currents on a system creating a path for the zero sequence currents to flow. This allows the line-to-ground fault current to split and take an alternate path back to the Pickering Substation. The line-to-ground fault currents will flow to ground at the fault location and then flow up the ground connection of the primary side of the three winding transformer. The currents are redistributed (almost evenly) on to the phases.

Could this be the problem? The use of three winding transformers in commercial buildings is extremely rare. In fact, I have never seen this in my 33 years of experience in the industry. They are usually used at utility power plants to save money and space. To test the theory, I modeled the system in SKM and proved that this type of three winding transformer can indeed re-distribute line to ground fault currents back onto the phases.

A field visit to the site and buildings confirmed my suspicion that the transformer was a Wye-grounded/Delta/Wye-grounded unit. Again, the article helped me to determine the solution to the problem by removing the primary to ground neutral link. This changed the transformer winding configuration to a Wye-grounded/Delta/Wye-grounded unit. With the link removed, the ground fault current can no longer flow up through the neutral link back to the phases.

In the fall of 2013, the Vista Switch was opened and the three buildings were de-energized. The Valley Electric electricians grounded each transformer primary, tested for the absence of voltage, and removed the primary to neutral link. Now that the cause has been determined and solution implemented, the mystery trips afflicting the campus buildings will not occur.
The moral of this story? Always know where your ground fault currents are flowing and verify the transformer winding configurations on your distribution system.

*PowerStudies, Inc. can provide this service for your facility. Feel free to call us, fax us, or e-mail us. We would be happy to talk to you about your facility and solve your mystery power problems.*
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